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WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER. #20

This brochure includes a
supplement in which our
employees speak about very
special moments that have
shaped their MEWA working
environment.

MEWA IS ON TARGET.
Even in difficult times,
we can rely on our
EDITORIAL
compass. That’s why,
as a company, we’re
looking positively to
the future.

“Welcome to MEWA!”
Dear Reader,
There are many good reasons for leafing through this brochure. Are you looking for
professional direction? Would you like a new working environment? Perhaps are
you thinking about switching to another industry? Whatever might have prompted
you to do so, we recommend that you read on – especially if you would like to
bring your interests and strengths to a company that offers you exciting tasks, a
high degree of security and attractive opportunities for development. You’ll find
all these at MEWA!
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GABRIELE GEBAUER AND ROLF BEISSE
Owners of the MEWA Group

We see ourselves as a company that offers opportunities. We give everyone the
opportunity to contribute to our joint business success with their performance.
You don’t just take on a job but also responsibility – as a committed participant,
far-sighted thinker and imaginative co-designer. We’re thrilled that this is also
something our employees confirm again and again. In this brochure, some of them
share their very personal “MEWA moments” – expertise and experiences that, in
various ways, have given them the great feeling that they’re working in the right
place at the right time. Get to know our dedicated MEWA team members better
in our supplement.

6

As the owners of a family business steeped in tradition, we feel it’s important to
us that wherever and however MEWA
our employees
work for MEWA, they experience
PUSHES BOUNDARIES.
MEWA is in
represented
as a The
company
meaning, satisfaction and appreciation
their work.
basisthroughout
for this isEurope.
a corpoEven so, we’re strongly committed to the region. We are where
rate culture that has grown over 110 years and is lived out daily. Making people
our customers are.
the focus of our thoughts and actions was, is and remains for us the only right way
to achieve good and lasting relationships with our customers, business partners
and employees.
MEWA, one of the leading providers in fabric management, is on a constant
course of innovation and growth. We’ve got big plans. You too? Then you’re in
good hands with us! We look forward to seeing you.
We hope you enjoy exploring the working world of MEWA!
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GABRIELE GEBAUER

MEWA IS A FAMILY BUSINESS.
ROLF
Here, the generations
stick BEISSE
together. We value
experience and encourage our up-and-coming talent.
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The MEWA Group is one of Europe’s leading providers of fabric management services
in a wide range
of industries
from manufacturing and supply industries to trade and
Markets
and –locations
commerce, hotels
and
restaurants,
healthcare
and the public sector. We supply our
MEWA offers international
perspectives
customers with cleaning cloths, and professional, protective and business clothing as
well as floor mats.

Values and responsibility

What’s a new
way of
thinking
lotcentre
of people is something we’ve been doing for
MEWA
puts
peoplefor
at athe
a long time. Since MEWA was founded in 1908, our company’s success has been
based on a concept that was already considered visionary at the time and has now
been adopted
in the most
diverse areas of life and business under the term “sharing”.
MEWA
in figures
MEWA’s fabric
sharing
system
means
that ourand
customers
MEWA’s performance,
diversity
growth always have fabrics available
This brochure includes a
when they are
needed.
We
take
over
the
provision,
care, control and maintenance.
are truly impressive
supplementAs
in which our
an experienced specialist, we provide everything in perfect quality – compliant
with
employees
speak about very
moments
standards, tested, hygienically clean, safe, appropriate, environmentally special
friendly
and that have
shaped their MEWA working
resource-saving.
environment.
Today, around 5,700 employees at 45 locations in 14 countries assure the satisfaction
of our more than 190,000 customers. MEWA’s excellent reputation in the market has
been confirmed by numerous awards in recent years. However, in our minds, the
most important proof of our attractiveness as an employer, is the above-average length
of service of our employees – this is an expression of the high commitment of our
employees and strong identification with MEWA.
We’re motivated by our successful history to implement our plans for the future with
extensive expertise, healthy self-confidence, boldness and enthusiasm. Using the
exciting potential of digitisation to continually further develop products and process
technologies, as well as constantly setting new quality and environmental standards,
are central components of our corporate philosophy.

Under the hashtag #textilsharing you can regularly find exciting facts, news and
stories about the successful fabric sharing business model on Instagram, Facebook
and Twitter.
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MEWA IS ON TARGET.
Even in difficult times,
we can rely on our
compass. That’s why,
as a company, we’re
looking positively to
the future.

4

6
MEWA PUSHES BOUNDARIES.
MEWA is represented as a company throughout Europe.
Even so, we’re strongly committed to the region. We are where
our customers are.

8

MEWA IS A FAMILY BUSINESS.
Here, the generations stick together. We value
experience and encourage our up-and-coming talent.

WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER. #20
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OPPORTUNITIES AND PROSPECTS

MEWA is the
industry leader in a
market of the future
If you’re looking for a long-term
employment relationship in a
stable environment, you’re in
good hands at MEWA.
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“We live in an incredibly exciting time.
In a world full of possibilities. We say ’yes’ to
progress with tradition because now we
can combine tradition and innovation in a
way that adds value.”
MICHAEL KÜMPFEL
Management Board – Marketing & Sales

What makes us strong? MEWA is growing steadily – and under its own
steam. This continuous growth secures jobs and keeps the company
stable, even in times of crisis.
So it goes without saying that MEWA boasts impressive figures.
Turnover grew by an impressive 20 % from 2015 to 2019. Accordingly, the demand for qualified workers is high – excellent conditions
for anyone who values a solid basis for their further career and life
planning.

MEWA RECORDS STEADILY RISING SALES

Pioneer of the sharing economy
A key factor in MEWA’s successful development is the fabric sharing
model. It essentially means having fabrics available whenever they
are needed – without having to own them.
In fact, MEWA has been doing fabric sharing since the company
was founded in 1908. That’s why we call ourselves the only sharing
economy start-up that can already look back on a history of more than
110 years. Time and again, we have emerged as a driver of innovation. A high readiness to change is one of MEWA’s core qualities. This
opens us up to new market potential, currently with a view to future
digital possibilities in particular.

in million euros
2015

612

2016

638

2017

672

2018

704

2019

734

Value-oriented digitalisation
MEWA wants to remain attractive and competitive for employees and
customers in the future as well. That is why we are embracing the digital
transformation and using this opportunity to optimise our position as
a company. Digitalisation offers us every opportunity for a customerfocused and market-centred orientation. For us, this focus on the
market and our customers is an exciting challenge that we intend to
meet resolutely and with purpose.
In doing so, we always maintain the character of a family business by sharing our seven core values – across all roles, levels and
divisions. We have harnessed our idea of sharing to strengthen our
“sense of togetherness”. As members of the MEWA team, we all want
to continue to share MEWA’s successes in the future.

WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER. #20
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MARKETS AND LOCATIONS

MEWA offers
international perspectives
We build trusting relationships with our customers through reliability
and active dialogue – and we are where they are. We consider
it essential to know the environment, to take local conditions into
account and to speak the right language. MEWA’s international
positioning means that there are always exciting development opportunities – for our company and for our employees.
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Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our
approximately 5,700 employees works outside Germany. Working internationally is an
opportunity for all of us.

MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
to offer secure jobs in the long
term in view of our promising fabric
management prospects.”

MEWA MOMENTS
ULRICH SCHMIDT

Management Board – Production & Logistics
WE’VE GOT BIG PLANS.

WAS IN UNS STECKT. #20
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MEWA – PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR CAREER CHANGERS

“More achievement, more responsibility,
more customer contact.”

01
2

MEWA MOMENTS #20

02

I’m sure there could have been many other exciting
professions. Why did you want to get behind the wheel
of a truck?
“There’s no one moment for me Europe-wide
because every
success
Experienced international player
I’ve always been totally fascinated by vehicles of all
MEWA,
we process impressive quantities
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hunday has something to offer here.AtThe
mutual
kinds. As a child, I regularly rode on a farmer’s tractor.
of cleaning cloths and professional clothgary, MEWA works according to the same
Later, I was allowed to get behind the wheel myself.
support within my circle of colleagues is
ing every day within our tried-and-tested
principles, quality and service standards in all
Maybe that got me thinking about a future as a truck
particularly noteworthy. All inclosed-loop
all, the high
system.
countries. In addition, we offer our employdriver. However, I didn’t want the classic “trucker’s job”.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
ees the same prospects at all locations.
degree of reliability is what distinguishes
You work under relatively harsh conditions and you’re
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
People from over 30 nations work for us.
usually only at home at weekends. I want a job that’s fun
MEWA and the people in this company.
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a comand also allows me to have a happy private life. A friend
It always makes you feel good.”
with just 20 employees, MEWA has develpany and employer. One in four of our apwho was already working at MEWA told me about the
oped over the years into an innovative fabric
proximately 5,700 employees works outside
opportunity of training as a service driver. Besides the
service provider and industry leader –
Germany. Working internationally is an opportruck driving, I was particularly attracted by the fact that
initially with numerous locations in the
tunity for all of us.
you have a lot of customer contact. I’ve always missed
German domestic market and from the
that. So, I applied to MEWA.
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
What impressions of MEWA did you get in the course
are a truly European group, defined by a great
of your application?
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.
I’ve got particularly fond memories of the interview. Sitting opposite me were the trainer and the head of fleet
logistics at the Hamelin site. It was a very congenial
exchange, in terms of content and on a human level.
My concerns that it might be difficult for me as a career
changer were quickly dispelled. I was an industry outANDREAS-DANIEL BERNACISKO:
sider but MEWA gave me the chance to prove my worth
MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2017
in a new job. To this day, I’m very grateful for that.

MY MEWA MOMENT:

01

When the truck is
empty, the customers
are well supplied. The
workday is over for
service driver AndreasDaniel Bernacisko.

02

The trained butcher set
aside his meat cleaver
for his dream job at
MEWA.

Shopping with his mother at the local butcher’s shop Was it a problem that you didn’t have a truck driver’s
had left a lasting impression on him. At first MEWA
it was has
only
alwayslicence yet? In these types of professions, this is often
invested
in the
intensivean indispensable hiring criterion.
the magnificent displays that drew him but
at some
point
research and develophe also developed an interest in what ment
was ofhappening
No, that wasn’t a problem at all. If you don’t have a truck
forward-looking
behind the scenes of the shop. And so hetechnologies
decided to
and indriver’s licence already, that becomes part of the trainthe ago
expansion
of its sitesing. The costs are also borne by MEWA, which is a huge
become a butcher. That was several years
and now
Europe.
it feels like it happened in a previous life throughout
because torelief financially.
day he works as a service driver at MEWA – an unusual
development that piques people’s curiosity.
What do you like overall about MEWA and your
working environment?
MEWA holds its employees in high esteem. People trust
me to be able to deal with customers in a confident and
FIVE QUESTIONS FOR
service-orientated manner. This requires a fine touch.
ANDREAS-DANIEL BERNACISKO
“Asday
a Itechnology
leader
in our
Every
drive to between thirty
and forty
companies,
both
small
and
large
and
each
time
I
meet
a
different
type
From butcher to service driver – now that’s something
industry, we anticipate being able
of person. A service driver isn’t just a supplier but also
you rarely hear of. What prompted you to make this
to offer secure jobs in the long
a representative of MEWA to the customer. That makes
new professional start?
job veryin
multifaceted.
positive aspect is
that
Surprisingly, this happens more often than you might theterm
view ofAnother
our promising
fabric
think, at least at MEWA in Hamelin. Of the 60 service although we’ve got a large area to cover from Hamelin,
management prospects.”
drivers here at the site, five originally come from the this can be managed with a maximum of two nights
from home
per week. And we spend these nights
butcher’s trade. During my time as a journeyman butcher, away
ULRICH
SCHMIDT
in the driver’sBoard
cab but
in a hotel. &
Overall,
my current
I started having doubts. In many ways, the work more notManagement
– Production
Logistics
monotonous than I’d expected. I couldn’t imagine work- job offers me more achievement, more responsibility and
more customer contact. That’s exactly what I wanted.
ing in this profession until retirement.

MEWA
MOMENTS
WAS
IN UNS
STECKT.#20
#20
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MEWA – WHERE INDIVIDUAL STRENGTHS BECOME SUCCESSES

“This job is
very much
to my liking.”
4

MEWA MOMENTS #20

With MEWA,
he consistently
stays on the ball in
the Ruhr region:
Career changer,
district manager
and FC Schalke fan
Gerrit Ruhe.

Europe-wide success
Experienced international player
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hunof cleaning cloths and professional clothgary, MEWA works according to the same
ing every day within our tried-and-tested
principles, quality and service standards in all
closed-loop system.
countries. In addition, we offer our employEstablished in 1908 as the “Mechanische
ees the same prospects at all locations.
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a comwith just 20 employees, MEWA has develpany and employer. One in four of our apoped over the years into an innovative fabric
proximately 5,700 employees works outside
service provider and industry leader –
Germany. Working internationally is an opporinitially with numerous locations in the
tunity for all of us.
German
domestic
market
and
from
the
MY MEWA MOMENT:
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
45 operations
14 countries,
we for me in 2019, in
Today,
“Thiswith
was
the big inkick-off
event
are a truly European group, defined by a great
addition
to being
promoted
diversity
of regions,
people and
mentalities.to District Field Sales

Manager, where I was given an award for achieving
sales goals. Special moments for me are also when
I can pass on my experience and knowledge to today’s
juniors as a mentor.”

GERRIT RUHE: MEWA has always
in theSINCE
intensive2015
MEWA TEAM invested
MEMBER

research and development of forward-looking
As a steel and concrete
builder,and
Gerrit
technologies
in Ruhe
expansion
of its sites
felt uneasy. His the
work
was quite
exhausting,
throughout Europe.

so, he sent off an unsolicited application
in 2015. After being accepted, Gerrit Ruhe
generally very monotonous and not really completed a junior sales programme at the
suited to a communicative person like him. Bottrop site, finishing it in just seven months.
A friend who worked for a mobile phone Today, as a district manager in the field, he
provider gave him the impetus for a new is responsible for direct sales in the industry
direction. Gerrit Ruhe started working for and trade sector in his business area.
He sums up his five years at MEWA as
the same provider and discovered his sales
talent. The range of customers who came follows. The job is just the way he likes it.
Ashisa technology
in our
This is where youleader
can contribute
and build
into his shop was enormous. Thanks“to
on
your
individual
strengths.
If
you
show
empathy and eloquence, he quickly learnt
industry, we anticipate being able
to adapt to the different characters and men- commitment, you get the best possible supto offer secure jobs in the long
talities. Increasing sales success encouraged port. For him, MEWA is also characterised
by view
a cultureof
in our
which promising
people don’t feel
like
him to develop his career.
term in
fabric
The most important criterion for him was a cog in a wheel, despite the size of the
management prospects.”
to be able to work for a strong and dynamic company. Added to this, of course, would
MEWA’s stability and reliability. This is
B2B sales organisation. MEWA fit the bill
for be
ULRICH
SCHMIDT
aspect in terms
of job securihim. In addition, the completely new Management
prod- an important
Board – Production
& Logistics
uct world appealed to him, especially pro- ty for a young person like him, with almost
fessional clothing in the service system. And 40 working years still ahead of him.

MEWA
MOMENTS
WAS
IN UNS
STECKT.#20
#20
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MEWA – PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

“I wanted a fresh start and something
to get my teeth into.”
LAWRENCE LIEBIG: MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2016

After some time as a trainee occupational therapist, he started
having doubts. “Can I do that? Do I want that? Is that me?”
Reflectively, courageously and with great self-confidence,
Lawrence Liebig decided to alter his professional direction. It
had to be a job that challenged him more physically – ideally
in an industrial or commercial environment. His dedicated
search for a suitable company was rewarded at MEWA – with
an apprenticeship as a logistics specialist, which he has now
successfully completed.

MY MEWA MOMENT:
“When I was accepted for the apprenticeship,
I was happy and grateful. Although I wasn’t
fresh out of school, MEWA gave me the opportunity to train for my dream job.”

6
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MEWA – ALSO IN THE PREMIER LEAGUE AS AN EMPLOYER

Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our approximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

“There’s a strong
team spirit here.”

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
to offer secure jobs in the long
FRANZISKA FISCHER: MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2019
term in view of our promising fabric
In August 2019, I started an apprenticeship as an industrial
clerk at MEWA.
Spoiler alert:
management
prospects.”
I couldn’t ask for a better training company. There are many good reasons for this. It’s a long
ULRICH SCHMIDT
list, so here we go ...

Management Board – Production & Logistics

MEWA
MOMENTS
WAS
IN UNS
STECKT. #20
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MEWA makes it possible:
Now Franziska Fischer,
who was born in the north
of Germany, can combine
her professional career
with her sporting career.

8

MEWA MOMENTS #20

With my business diploma in my pocket, I
first completed a voluntary social year in a
day-care centre for dementia patients – work
that I found important and meaningful but
which was also really demanding. I’m sure
there would have been more relaxed fields
to work in but I thought to myself that anyone can do it the easy way. For years now,
my free time has been largely occupied by
the sport of handball. In my home town
of Buxtehude, I played in the third league.
Looking at my career path, two things were
clear to me very early on. First, no matter
which direction I decide to take, handball
should continue to play a big role in the
future. Secondly, I knew this: it’s unrealistic
for a female professional in this country to
expect to make a living doing that. In addition, one needed a professional prospect for
when one’s sporting career was over. That’s
why the search for an apprenticeship had
absolute priority for me.
A GOOD FEELING ALREADY DURING
THE APPLICATION PROCESS
My school leaving certificate and my affinity
for numbers suggested a commercial profession. I was interested in how a company is managed. And I wanted the chance
to get to know as many areas as possible.
Nonetheless, I was aware that this would
be a difficult thing to achieve in my region.
During my research, I came across MEWA’s
training opportunities. This appealed to me
immediately. I applied and was invited to
an interview and recruitment test at the
Wiesbaden headquarters shortly afterwards.
The interviewers were very sympathetic to
me. I had a good feeling right away. And I
wasn’t wrong! Just a few weeks later, I was
offered an employment contract.
Having arrived in the Rhine-Main area, I now
had to start working on my sporting career.
At that time, the “Meenzer Dynamites” (the
women’s handball team of Mainz 05) were
playing in the second division but their road
to the first division was already mapped out.
I took a step that was unusual in professional
sport, by approaching the club and asking for
a trial training session. After that, everything
else happened very quickly. Within a few
days of my acceptance by MEWA, I’d signed
a contract with Mainz 05. On the one hand,

MY MEWA MOMENT:
“During the interview I told them that I’m a professional
handball player and that I’d like to continue my sporting
Europe-wide
success
player
career
parallel to my training.Experienced
It was a international
great relief
to me
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hunthat MEWA was so open-minded in this regard. I was told
of cleaning cloths and professional clothgary, MEWA works according to the same
that
it
would
be
possible
to
find
solutions.
And
indeed,
ing every day within our tried-and-tested
principles,
quality and
service
standards in all
closed-loop
system.
countries.
In addition,and
we offer
our employI experience
a high level of trust,
openness
support.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
ees the same prospects at all locations.
I can also attend a training camp
during the summer
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
People from over 30 nations work for us.
preparation.
They don’t
even Cultural
mind that
I sometimes
Weaving
Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt,
Saxony,
diversity
makes us stronghave
as a comwith just
20
employees,
MEWA
has
develpany
and
employer.
One
in
four
of
midweek games. I’m very grateful to MEWA for that.” our apoped over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

I was overjoyed that everything had worked
out so amazingly for me. On the other, it
also meant saying goodbye to my home, my
family and my friends. However, I wanted to
achieve something both professionally and
in my sport. I had to take this step to achieve
that. But as I already said, “Anyone can do it
easy way.” It’s a well-known
fact
that people
MEWA has
always
invested in the intensive
grow with their tasks.
research and development of forward-looking
MOTIVATING START
TO THEand
TRAINING
technologies
in
the expansion
of its sites
My start at MEWA
was already
extremely
throughout Europe.

proximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

TIME AND SPACE FOR A
SPORTING CAREER
A particular challenge for me in the beginning was structuring a typical week as a
trainee and professional handball player
but after a while I found my rhythm. Three
full days of in-company training, vocational
school classes on two days and at least two
hours of evening handball training from
Monday to Friday. On the weekends (usually
Sundays) the games take place. Saturday is
reserved for shopping, laundry and household chores.

promising. In an introductory week, students
and apprentices from the years above us
familiarised us with the company’s services, People often ask me why I put myself through
the training process and the locations of this stress. My everyday life doesn’t feel like
the headquarters. We were also introduced that because I really enjoy both training and
to the MS Office programs and to the tele- playing handball. Of course, I don’t have the
phone and time-tracking systems. Of course, time for some things that most people take
“AThe
s a technology
ourfeel like
data protection training was a must.
for granted at myleader
age but in
I don’t
numerous positive impressions I had in
the I’m losing
out on much. Ibeing
also developed
industry,
we anticipate
able
first few days have been confirmed over and self-discipline and good organisational skills
to offer secure jobs in the long
over again since then. You get a warm wel- very early on thanks to professional sport.
come in the different departments. There’s
a in
I’ll view
be able of
to benefit
from this in thefabric
long
term
our promising
very family-like atmosphere. Older employ- term, especially in my professional life.
management prospects.”
ees are happy to be able to teach the younger
ones some things. You’re given responsiULRICH SCHMIDT
bility very quickly but you always have
a
Management
Board – Production & Logistics
helpful support person. There’s a strong team
spirit here.

MEWA
MOMENTS
WAS
IN UNS
STECKT. #20
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“This is the
place to be!”
02

MEWA – FOR CAREERS WITHOUT BORDERS

01

Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In 01
addition, we offer our employBusiness in Birmingham:
ees the sameGünes
prospects
locations.
Yenenat
is all
in the
UK
People from
over 30 nations work for us.
for MEWA.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer.
One in four of our ap02
proximately 5,700
employees
His experience abroadworks outside
includesinternationally
adapting to
Germany. Working
is an oppora new work culture but
tunity for all of us.

02

also breakfast culture.

GÜNES YENEN: MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2013
With 45 locations in 14 countries, MEWA has become the leading MEWA has been offering its reusable industrial wipe service in
European provider in fabric management. Strengthening this position England since the beginning of 2018. Business has started out well,
even further is one of the most important strategic corporate goals. he says happily, adding, “Ultimately, however, the company is still
Already today, one in four of the total of 5,700 employees works at a in the start-up phase and we still don’t have the full compliment of
foreign location. One of them is Günes Yenen. As Country Manager staff. There’s a lot to do – also in view of Brexit and its consequences.”
in Birmingham, he is building up the Customer Service & Distribution
division and also supports his sales colleagues. Together, they are
working as a team to build the business in central England.
MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and developAccepting the new challenge wasn’t difficult for Günes Yenen.ment
He of forward-looking
speaks six languages and has completed international studies with atechnologies and in
the expansion of its sites
focus on business culture, economics and politics. He joined MEWA
throughout Europe.

MY MEWA MOMENT:

in Italy in 2013. “As an assistant to the senior management there,
I was able to participate in exciting projects and develop professionally and personally. After a subsequent one-year assignment at the
Rodgau site, I received an offer in 2017 to be part of the English market development activity. I didn’t have to think very long about it.”

Although a number of German companies manage their UK business
from Greater London, MEWA has chosen Birmingham as its starting
point – the second largest city in the UK with a population of around
1.1 million. “Based on in-depth analyses, we’ve defined Central
England as our business area with a view to achieving the greatest
possible customer potential. The excellent infrastructure with the
airport and good connections to the motorways in all directions militated in favour of Birmingham. What’s more, the level of industrialisation in this region is extremely high,” says the Country Manager,
explaining the decision.

“I already had that in my job interviews.
I felt that my international ambitions
were taken seriously right from the start.
I was shown clear paths and prospects,
which then became reality. MEWA has
managed
to grow throughout
Europe
“As a technology
leader in
our
while
retainingwe
its anticipate
family structures.
No
industry,
being able
matter
you work
to where
offer secure
jobsforinthe
thecompany,
long
you term
can sense
everywhere
that the basic
in view
of our promising
fabric
values
that
make
MEWA
so
successful
management prospects.”
are actively lived out.”
ULRICH SCHMIDT
Management Board – Production & Logistics
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MEWA – WHERE COMPETENCE AND PERSONALITY COUNT

MY MEWA MOMENT:
“One day, the position of
a shift supervisor was
advertised. I applied and
MEWA put the requisite
trust in me. That kind
of appreciation meant a
lot to me.”

“With my experience,
I can move a team
forward.”
SABINE VEITH: MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2007

Sabine Veith came into contact with fabrics at an early age – as
a saleswoman in a boutique in Canada. Two and a half years
later, she took over the business. She also quickly moved into a
management position at her next employer, a large retail group.
She spent a total of two decades in North America. Then, the
then 38-year-old decided to return to her home in Baden. This
is also where she found her new professional home – at MEWA
in Meißenheim. Whether it’s at the laundry machine, in quality
control or in the warehouse, with her healthy ambition, great
commitment and high social competence, she earned the confidence of her superiors to take on more challenging tasks.

12
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MEWA – RECOMMENDED BY SATISFIED EMPLOYEES

“When opportunities
come our way,
we seize them.”
Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
HEIKE AND
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our approximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

KONSTANTIN SCHRÖDER:
MEWA TEAM MEMBERS SINCE 2019
AND 2017 RESPECTIVELY

It’s one of those rare mother-son days that these two particularly enjoy. Where Heike and Konstantin Schröder
from Weil im Schönbuch get to spend some time in their
favourite billiard hall again. “Even though we live in the
same house, we hardly spend any time together because
of course everyone has their own interests and circle of
friends. That’s why we try to schedule at least one day
MEWA has alwaystogether a month,” says Heike Schröder.
invested in the intensive
research and developIt is not just at the billiard table that they get on well toment of forward-looking
technologies and ingether. Heike Schröder is convinced that living together
the expansion of its sitesin a household of two has brought them closer together.
throughout Europe.

“We’ve gone through thick and thin together. As a single
parent, it’s not always easy. And so I had to teach
Konstantin to be independent very early on. But all in
all, we managed everything very well. That’s why we
still live happily under the same roof.” And her son adds
with a mischievous smile, “Of course, I can’t hide the
fact that I also appreciate the service and other ameni“Athat
s acome
technology
leader in our
ties
with it.”

industry, we anticipate being able

Strong family ties:
Konstantin Schröder
brought his mother
into the successful
MEWA team.

Konstantin Schröder recently completed his training as
to offer secure jobs in the long
a warehouse logistics specialist at MEWA in Weil im
Schönbuch.
the beginning,
regularly recounted
term inFrom
view
of our he
promising
fabric
his experiences at work to his mother with enthusiasm.
management prospects.”
“I felt at home right away at MEWA. My colleagues are
incredibly
and helpful. I particularly like the fact
ULRICHnice
SCHMIDT
thatManagement
even as an apprentice
you can take
on responsibility
Board – Production
& Logistics
very quickly and make a valuable contribution in dayto-day business.”
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OUR MEWA MOMENT:
“We always have that when we see each
other in the company – which isn’t
too often because we work in different
buildings and areas. That always makes
me realise that, thanks to my son, I’ve
found an employer where I feel like
I’m in good hands. And so we’re both
further proof that MEWA is a genuine
family business.”

01

Konstantin Schröder
is training to become
a warehouse logistics
specialist.

02

Heike Schröder and
her son not only share
an employer but also
a hobby.

For Heike Schröder, there was less good news at the time. Her
employer, an automotive supplier, had to give her notice for operational reasons. She had already seen it coming and set her sights on
a career change early on. Around then, MEWA advertised numerous
positions for the plant expansion in Weil im Schönbuch. “My son
drew my attention to it and encouraged me to apply. In view of
his positive experience, I didn’t have to think twice,” she remembers. “Just a short time later, I was offered an employment contract.
Of course, I couldn’t pass up that opportunity.”
After several weeks of familiarisation at the Lauenburg and
Meißenheim sites, she moved to the new company building in
Weil im Schönbuch. In the sewing room, she carries out quality
checks on the customer’s fabrics after they arrive. “It can get a bit
more stressful at times but I really enjoy the work. You’re challenged
and encouraged,” says Heike Schröder, summing up her time at
MEWA so far. “Every now and then we get the chance to sample
other areas and help out there if things get tight. Everyone supports
each other. This makes for a family-like atmosphere and a tremendous team spirit.”
In the meantime, her enthusiasm also led to one of her acquaintances
joining the company. “We’re able to recommend our employer with
good conscience,” both mother and son state unanimously.

01
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Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our approximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
to offer secure jobs in the long
term in view of our promising fabric
management prospects.”
ULRICH SCHMIDT
Management Board – Production & Logistics
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“Back
to the
Future!”
STEFFEN GEIER:
MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2003

You don’t appreciate a lot of things until
you no longer have them. This can also
apply to your employer. Indeed, there are
plenty of people who left MEWA and subsequently returned to their former place
of work – including Steffen Geier. At that
time, he wanted to try something new elsewhere. However, then there were good
reasons to rejoin MEWA.

Mr Geier, physical fitness promotes general well-being and contributes to higher
performance in all areas of life. As a
triathlete, you’re quite into it. When did
you become interested in this sport?
Triathlons have fascinated me since I was
young. My father was a passionate runner
and cyclist. Early on, I developed the ambition to emulate him and become even better than him. What’s more, I’ve always been
enthusiastic about the big triathlon competitions, like the Ironman in Hawaii. What

16
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appeals to me is the combination of endurance and technique. Not to mention that the
venues are often attractive travel destinations.
That’s why the triathlon is more than just a
sport for me, it’s more of an attitude to life.
How often do you train?
I train every day. How much also depends
a bit on the time of year. And on holiday or
before competitions, it can sometimes be a
few hours more.

What benefits do you draw from sport for
your work at MEWA?
Above all, discipline, consistency and motivation. I train in all weathers, as they say. Of
course, my inner couch potato tries to push
me off the wagon but it doesn’t get the chance.
Particularly demanding phases have to be
mastered from time to time on the job as
well. That’s when I’m thankful that my sport
has helped me develop a high level of stamina and endurance. I always say to myself,
“If you can successfully complete a triathlon,

MEWA – RETURNEES WELCOME

then you can do anything else – true to the
Ironman motto ’anything is possible’”.
You have returned to MEWA, your former
employer, after a year and a half away.
Were you worried that you might be met
with reservations from your colleagues as
a returnee?
No, not at all. I started at MEWA in 2003
as an apprentice industrial clerk and then
completed a dual course of study. After that,
I worked in the marketing department from
2008 to 2013. That was great fun for me. But
after ten years at MEWA, I wanted to leave
my comfort zone and try something new. I
went into business for myself. Nevertheless,
I stayed in touch with MEWA.
What made you decide to rejoin MEWA in
2015?
I realised quite quickly that at MEWA I have
more creative freedom in many respects –
also in terms of self-realisation. In addition,
there are a wide range of in-house experts
and sparring partners for me. What’s more,
MEWA has highly professional structures
and processes. This allows good ideas to be
systematically developed and implemented.
It always takes two sides to make a
successful comeback. What task did you
take on at MEWA after your return?
I’ve been Head of Digital Marketing ever since
I came back. I already dealt extensively
with digital media during my dual course of
study. Of course, it also helps if you have
a strong technical interest. This field holds
enormous potential both for the company
and for me personally. That’s what attracted
me to the new job from the start. In this
respect, with my return, I’ve achieved my
goal of going back to the future, so to speak,
and making my contribution to ensuring that
the digital transformation at MEWA progresses well.
How do you experience MEWA as an
employer in your current role?
I’m very grateful that people have a lot of
trust in me and my team and that we get
the opportunity to experiment a bit. Fort-

unately, MEWA is a company that demonstrates a high capacity for innovation and is
Europe-wide success
accordingly prepared to invest appropriately
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
in this area. My department focuses on
of cleaning cloths and professional cloththe content and technical development of
ing every day within our tried-and-tested
MEWA’s various online platforms. This
closed-loop system.
includes he websites, online shops and cusEstablished in 1908 as the “Mechanische
tomer portals. Social media marketing also
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
falls within our remit.
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has develBeing active in such a future-oriented
oped over the years into an innovative fabric
field certainly also means having to stay on
service provider and industry leader –
the ball in terms of digitalisation.
initially with numerous locations in the
Absolutely – and that will never stop. LifeGerman domestic market and from the
long learning is the order of the day here.
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
But that’s what makes it so exciting. We eduToday, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
cate ourselves in so many ways: in seminars,
are a truly European group, defined by a great
at professional conferences, via blogs and
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.
online forums but also through cooperation
with specialised agencies.

To conclude our conversation, let’s jump
back for a moment. Do you remember
Experienced international player
what particularly moved you on your first
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hunday at work as a returnee?
gary, MEWA works according to the same
It was like coming back to my professional
principles, quality and service standards in all
home. Everything was very familiar to me:
countries. In addition, we offer our employthe people, the building, the working atmoees the same prospects at all locations.
sphere – everything that makes you feel at
People from over 30 nations work for us.
home in a place. I knew right away that the
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a comdecision to rejoin MEWA was the right one.
pany and employer. One in four of our apThat hasn’t changed one bit to this very day.
proximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

Fit at work and in life: Cycling to work.

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
MY MEWA MOMENT:
to offer secure jobs in the long
“For me, that was getting to know my wife during
term in view of our promising fabric
our training. She was in the year behind me but
management prospects.”
we often bumped into each other. This eventually
SCHMIDT life. So at MEWA
led to a common ULRICH
path through
Management Board – Production & Logistics
I found my professional and personal happiness.”
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MEWA – A CULTURE OF DIVERSITY

“Life is colourful.”
PETRA PĚKNÝ:
MEWA TEAM MEMBER SINCE 2007
In 2009, Petra Pěkný quit her job at MEWA to
travel the world with her husband: “We got
around a lot. America, Mexico, Japan, Thailand
and Australia were certainly the highlights,” she
still reports enthusiastically. A lot of things were
new and unfamiliar – the everyday life, the people, the work. “I learnt so much about life during this time.”
When she returned to Prague in 2013, she
had to reorient herself professionally. Then
she received an offer from her former boss at
MEWA to take on a team management position

in sales. She accepted it pretty much right away.
MEWA has always been like a family to her: “In
particular, I was instantly inspired again by the
strong cohesion.”
My experience abroad showed me how
broad the spectrum of roots and paths of life can
be. Appreciation and tolerance are important
values for Petra Pěkný: “I think it’s really good
that MEWA stands for a culture of diversity.”

MY MEWA MOMENT:
“On the day of my return to MEWA, I sensed
a special culture of openness. The cooperation
is characterised by respectful interaction.
That’s what sets my employer apart.”

Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our approximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

WE’VE
GOT
BIG
PLANS.
MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
to offer secure jobs in the long
term in view of our promising fabric
management prospects.”
ULRICH SCHMIDT
Management Board – Production & Logistics
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MARKETS AND LOCATIONS

MEWA IS AN OPPORTUNITY
offers
PROVIDER MEWA
FOR EVERYONE
WHO
WANTS TO ACHIEVE
international
perspectives
We build trusting relationships with our customers through reliability
SOMETHING.
and active dialogue – and we are where they are. We consider
it essential to know the environment, to take local conditions into
account and to speak the right language. MEWA’s international
positioning means that there are always exciting development opportunities – for our company and for our employees.
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Europe-wide success
At MEWA, we process impressive quantities
of cleaning cloths and professional clothing every day within our tried-and-tested
closed-loop system.
Established in 1908 as the “Mechanische
Weberei Altstadt” [Altstadt Mechanical
Weaving Mill] in Ostritz-Altstadt, Saxony,
with just 20 employees, MEWA has developed over the years into an innovative fabric
service provider and industry leader –
initially with numerous locations in the
German domestic market and from the
mid-1970s successively throughout Europe.
Today, with 45 operations in 14 countries, we
are a truly European group, defined by a great
diversity of regions, people and mentalities.

Experienced international player
Whether it’s Germany, France, Spain or Hungary, MEWA works according to the same
principles, quality and service standards in all
countries. In addition, we offer our employees the same prospects at all locations.
People from over 30 nations work for us.
Cultural diversity makes us strong as a company and employer. One in four of our approximately 5,700 employees works outside
Germany. Working internationally is an opportunity for all of us.

MEWA has always
invested in the intensive
research and development of forward-looking
technologies and in
the expansion of its sites
throughout Europe.

“As a technology leader in our
industry, we anticipate being able
to offer secure jobs in the long
term in view of our promising fabric
management prospects.”
ULRICH SCHMIDT
Management Board – Production & Logistics
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VALUES AND RESPONSIBILITY

MEWA puts people
at the centre
Being able to offer our employees secure jobs in the long term
requires consistent business success. This doesn’t happen
by chance, though. It calls for far-sighted strategies, convincing
products and a first-class service. In addition, we need a
mission statement that clarifies internally and externally what’s
important to us – in business relations as well as in our
interactions with and among each other.

“The high demand on the quality
and professionalism of our
services calls for excellently trained
specialists in every area, at all times.”
HANS PETER WEIDLING
Management Board – Customer Service & Distribution

Our self-aspiration –
manifested in seven core values
PERSONALITY
Our corporate culture, which is based on mutual trust, has grown naturally over 110 years. At the core is the family business’s distinct focus
on people. MEWA gives everyone the chance to contribute individual
skills to the company and develop them in a targeted manner.

PROFITABILITY
For MEWA, the path to a promising future is to strike the right balance
between tradition and progress, between economy and ecology,
between decisiveness and risk awareness. We ensure sound finances
and reinvest the profits we generate in business development.

QUALIFICATIONS
MEWA’s greatest strength is its employees. We deploy a wide range
of qualification and further training programmes to ensure that each
individual can always draw on a broad professional base and is optimally prepared for the challenges of a digital working environment.

QUALITY

INVESTMENT
Foresight, openness to new opportunities and a high level of innovative strength are the cornerstones of our business. That’s why MEWA
invests extensively in research and development, digitalisation and
new production technologies. We also attach great importance to
investing in our employees – with appropriate remuneration and individual development measures.

ENVIRONMENT
Our products and services are environmental protection in practice.
MEWA’s concept of sharing and reusability makes a significant contribution to waste avoidance and resource conservation. We’re also
committed to maintaining the highest sustainability standards in the
areas of energy, production, logistics and wastewater treatment.

RESPONSIBILITY
The basis for our thinking and acting in line with the values described
is laid down in our seventh core value. As a family business, we take
responsibility for our long-standing network of customers, employees and collaborative partners. This is our understanding of corporate
governance: People. Values. MEWA.

Ensuring customer satisfaction at all times is MEWA’s top priority.
That’s why we place the highest demands on the properties of our
products, the benefits of our services and the reliability of our customer
support. MEWA’s excellent reputation is what wins over our customers
and builds loyalty – among our customers and employees alike.
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“Our consistent focus on values is
rooted in our distinct understanding
of responsibility – for employees,
customers and the market as well as
for the environment and society.”
BERNHARD NIKLEWITZ
Management Board – Corporate Controlling & Services (Spokesperson)

Lead by example – trust – delegate responsibility
Like the economy as a whole, MEWA is constantly faced with new challenges. That’s why
we tell our employees what lies ahead for
them, what we expect from them and what
meaning their work has for the company.
This task falls to our managers, to a large
extent. Here, in addition to the seven core
values, they’re guided by tangible agreements:

 We challenge and promote employees
according to their respective strengths.
 We coach talented employees individually and highlight perspectives for them.
 We guide our employees in solving
problems independently.
 We create a culture where everyone can
be proud of what they have achieved.
 We follow high ethical and moral
standards.
 We respect the rules of fair play in
dealing with each other.
 We set attractive goals and promote
team spirit and optimism.
 We create an environment in which
routines are critically questioned.
 We are committed to continuous
improvement.
We’re growing steadily and investing specifically in our employees. This is our contribution to securing the future of MEWA and the
people who work for us.
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MEWA in figures
MEWA’s performance, diversity and growth are truly impressive

CUSTOMERS

> 190,000
customers value MEWA’s products and services

LAUNDRY QUANTITY

> 1 billion
Cleaning cloths yearly

CLEANING CLOTHS

2,700,000
workers opt for reusable industrial wipes from MEWA

GARMENTS

350 t
daily

are washed by MEWA throughout Europe

FABRIC CLEANING CLOTHS

CHRISTOPH REIN AND FRANK BARTHEL
are proud of their employer.

Almost
“A good ten years ago, we took the chance

1.2 million

to make a new start in our careers. What
most inspires and motivates us is the family
atmosphere and the versatility of our tasks
as service drivers.”

people wear professional, protective or
business clothing from MEWA

108 million
cleaning cloths are produced annually in MEWA’s
weaving mills

MEWA IN FIGURES

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

EMPLOYEES

30
nationalities are represented among MEWA’s
employees

RANGE OF PRODUCTS

11,200

14

5,700

products are provided by MEWA for occupational
safety and technical needs

employees ensure excellent service at MEWA

EU LOCATIONS

TURNOVER

45

734 million euros

locations in 14 countries form MEWA’s
international network

was the turnover achieved by MEWA in 2019 –
an annual increase of five percent since 2015
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CHRISTOPH REIN AND FRANK BARTHEL
are proud of their employer.

“A good ten years ago, we took the chance
to make a new start in our careers. What
most inspires and motivates us is the family
atmosphere and the versatility of our tasks
as service drivers.”

IF YOU INVEST
IN THE FUTURE,
YOU HAVE TO INVEST
IN PEOPLE.
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